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The Boston Musical Record
bounds of truth to state that
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to appeared in Boston who has
Mrs. Helen D. Tketbab.'Box 2920, New York City.]
musical instincts, such touch
pression
as little Otto Hegner.
Home.
Alonzo E. Stoddard, the w
Mb. a$d Mbs. Richabd Bttrmeister, the pianists, have m Boston on December 19th.
been playing at Baltimore.
ance was in Boston, on Decem
Mb. Joseffy will play with the Boston Symphony at Juch Opera Company. He w
field, Mass., in 1842. His repe
Worcester, Mass., some time in February.
Mb. Constantin Sternberg, of Atlanta, Ga., has parts.
Mr. Emil Liebling, of Chic
concluded his remarkably successful tour through the
engaged in the affairs of mn
Western States.
Mb. and Mrs. Francis Korbay gave two of their circulars sent us we find that he
(four) chronologically arranged historical pianoforte and the Liebling Amateur Club.
twenty-seven recitals last seaso
vocal recitals in December.
participated in a number of re
D’Albert gave three recitals in Boston in December
The Bridgeport Choral Soc
His programmes ranged from the classics to modern
dred
voice's, Mr. S. §. Sanfor
music and included his own suite No. 1.
Gaul’s can tan ta, “Joan of
At the D’Albert-Sarasate Concert in New York, on Miss Horteiise Pierse, and Mi
December 12th, the pianist conducted his .overture Robipson, all of New York, w
“ Esther’’ and played his own concerto in B minor.
Herr Heinrich Vogl, th
At the last Cincinnati Symphony Concert Chadwick’s favorite singer of King Louis
new American Symphony was performed, and Mine. York ill with an abscess behin
Riv6-King was the pianist, playing Rubinstein’s D recovery he will, appear at t
minor concerto.
r&le of “ Lohengrin,” “ Trista
Mr. Henry Nast, formerly professor at the Cincin¬ “Siegfried,” “ Whither” (Di
nati Conservatory of Music, has located in Denver hauser” and “ Florestan ” (F
(Room 63, Barth Block), and is meeting with much
Edward Baxter Perry ret
success.
'
of December, after a tour of
Miss Aus der Ohe will he the soloist of tbs Nikisch hasigiven fifty-seven lecture
Symphony Concerts, January 2d, 3d, and 4th. Miss as Duluth, Minn., and as fa
Aus der Ohe will give a. number of recitals in New York and playing in the leading ci
during the month of January.
intervening States. He is at
Karl Formes, the renowned basso, died in San in the vicinity of Boston, and
Fxapcisco, on December 16th, having sung for the last ary on a trijj through Marylan
time in the “Barber of Seville,” on the previous Friday Georgia and Alabama, and en
He was born in MUlheim, on the Rhine, on August
The Chicago Auditorium w
7 th, 1816. —
her 9th by a concert, at whic
Richard Burmeister played the Mozart pianoforte Mr. F. G. Gleason, was heard
Fantasia in C minor and the C major Fantasia by Sweet Home” and Ecker
Schumann, atthe ninth Peabody, recital, in Baltimore, on Clarence Eddy presided at th
December 6th.
was inaugurated on the 10th
The Iowa Music Teachers held their annual c'onven .and. Juliet.” Mme. Patti an
tion in Des’ Moines, from December 81st to January) 2d rdles. Tamagno, the great
1890, It offered the usual variety of-interesting and the 11th, inRossini’s “ Wil
important papers for discussion, as well as musica' appeared the next night in “
and “Lucia” complt
completed'th
features.

and if performed carefully , certainly without any danger.
yet he did not think himself competent to give an
opinion as to the result in regard to technics, unless he
had performed it himself first.
Med. Counc. Dr. Hahn, leading physician in the
hospital at Friedrichshain, thinks that the operation may
be performed safely, but that, possibly the greatest pre¬
caution must be taken. Whether the operation would
lead to a freer ^pd stronger use of the fourth finger would
be seen when, as he hopes, he will have an opportunity
to experiment to that effect on corpses and on the living.
However, under all circumstances, he would not choose
virtuosos for his first experiments, but beginners ; as a
possibility is still there that, under circumstances, the
operation might result in a deterioration instead of amelio¬

of a good, sound German auth
could be placed by persons eng
that subject on this continent.

Hoping your kind fulfilling o
most respectfully yours,

Dear Sir:—It is impossible f
your question in respect to the lib
by an operation. The idea to re
motion of the fourth finger by a
ural, and undoubtedly was discu
Forbes, in Philadelphia, propos
It, furthermore, is beyond do
the first to perform- the operat
finger, and recommend it enthu
shall attempt to show the positi
surgery takes to’that question.
ration.
Privy Sanitary Counsellor Dr. Langenbuch, leading
The peculiar difficulty of a f
physician at the Lazarus Hospital, warns against the finger may be perceived on e
operation performed by a bungler, as, although otherwise pianist is most aware of it, b
harmless, it might endanger the hand, the arm, even the traced easily if, when forming
and lift each finger by itself. T
life of the person operated upon.
The publication of these opinions had been delayed with the fourth finger, but the
for various reasons, until I was reminded of it by a letter proved if only One of the nei
which I received from Mr. E. von Adelung, from East also, and still more if both of
Oakland, Cal. .
*
taneously.—An anatomic expre
In order to obtain also the judgment of a foreign au¬ to say; is the connection of the t
thority in the field of surgery, I applied to Pfpfessor fourth and fifth fingers, which m
Helferich, Dean of the University of Greifswalde arid seen on the back of each hand
Leader of the Ghirurgieal University Clinique, and re¬ the base of each finger, when
quested him to give me his opinion on the question, bent or stretched.
communicating to him, at tbe same time, the above
Dissection shows these tend
mentioned statements, together with Mr. von Adelung’s mentioned, and each anatoinic
letter. He readily complied with my request, and thus ■tration of it. Bat in its detail
I publish herewith Mr. von. Adelung’s letter and Prof. marked difference.
Sometim
Helferich5a kind answer:—
\ | and stiff, other times, long and
Dear Sir:—If I am not .much mistaken^, a subject second and third fingers you fi
was discussed in the columns of the “ Klavierlehrer^ but .Always weaker than thos
several years ago, which for a couple of years has'been fingers. XQonsider, also, the fa
much agitated-sin cities such as San Francisco, Phila¬ born children these tendons
delphia, Boston, and probably many others, viz.: the will be able to approach the co
operation on the accessory tendon in order to raise the to draw.-

ger joint touch, knuckle-joint touch, wrist touch, elbow
. touch; .combined second finger and knuckle-joint touch,
combined knuckle and wrist touch, add combined wrist
and, elbow touch. Passing the fingers over the thumb, or
the thumb under the fingers, extension and contraction
. of the hand, muscular motion of the arm and wrist in
change of position, changing the fingers while sustaining
the same key, changing the fingers in rapid repetition of
the same key, the legato and the staccato touch. Ip
Germany, most of the Profession considered them as
conclusive; yet how many instruction books have since
then appeared, how much has been said and written oh
this subject.
'
We hear about the singing toifch, the clinging touch,
the Deppe falling touch, the Wieck touch, tne Lei
and the Stuttgart Conservatory touch, the Boston Con¬
servatory touch, the Mason touch, an so forth; in fact,
there are so many claims set forth for various touches
that the inquiring teacher is at a loss where to look for
the true principles, for, like the various systems of the¬
ology, they all contain some truth.
We would like to speak, however, of an error which
more or less pervades most of them.
As. early as 1811, Adams, in his “Pianoforte School” for
the Paris Conservatory, was the first to suggest that the
tone.of the pianoforte was subject to a great variety of
expression, color or “nuances,” and that all depanda
on the manner in-which the keys are pressed or struck
down. While there is some truth in this assertion, it
has led to many errors that have crept into many of our
present mechanical systems.
1
We_ think that we ave powers over the tones of onr
instrument which in reality we do not possess. The
fact is often forgotten, of not duly considered^namely,
that between the performer and the tonal source of the
piano, the strings, a dead medium intervenes, namely,
the key, with its various levers, springs, jerkers, and
hammers; that the sounds of the piano are not like those
of the hnman voifce, or like those of the violin and other
instruments, which are under Ihe immediate contact and
control of the performer. We forget that it is almost
impossible lor ns to impart any esthetic qualification to
the sound, that in these respects we are dependent on
the maker of the instrument. Some imagine that this
natural obstacle can be overcome by a peculiar system of
touch, and we hear about the round-tone toubh, vthe
bell-tone tonofi, the sympathetic touch, the sbfiorous;
touch,, the soft, velvety loach, and other such mis' ,ken
ideas." The feet is simply thisLet a child strike a key
on the piano, and let a master strike the same key with
. the same degree of- force, and both tones are exactly
alike. Ib is only in a series of sounds combined to
some musical form, that the master’s tquch will at once'

practice the mind is not calle
plication. That so-called ne
where in the nerves of the fin
are soon formed, which will
lieving the mind of direct
walking, or many other moti
to them, that we seem to do
This is very true, and we r
forth in Dr. Mason’s excell
Technic.” Nevertheless, w
over-use of five-finger and sc
Aloys Schmidt, some opuse
others.
We object to them on a
musical forms and ideas- H
respects are the easy Etudes
Here we find mechanical mo
bined. In the practice of th
only acquire command of mo
to say, with musical ideas, s
manded from a pianist in his
We-can only briefly allude
essay, the Artistic -Principles
Mr. Blandner Bams them n
I. A correct knowledge
II. Time and tune.
’
III. Musical form.
In connection Srith this prin
The fact that musical form i
other form, makes it exceed
In'all other arts, the form to b
some material basis, be it.
fainter, the human figure to
rpohs and vaulted grotto to t
of man to the dramatist
Even the poet, in depicting
Vise the written word, oftent
his fall meaning. How diffe
guage ceases, music begins.”
Schopenhauer has clearly d
ideas, as expressed by musical
tion from the spiritual wor
idle fancies, for such Mess, re
oite musician, are more or l
otner^nosicians. The highest
doesmot need to associate thi
■ •

;

It is nbhnecessary to say,over this mhlody are like the
If such illustrations are use
they do not answer even as a
analogy.
7 IV.E xptession, depending
-

all with whom they have to do; but it is true that the cerned, the blind lead the_ blind,
/IUaL
average college-bred man has no appreciation whatever
of music in its higher sense, and no data for forming an
But there is another and a still
intelligent estimate of it.
He naturally, therefore, for the inferior position occupie
looks upon it®wiih indifference, if not with contempt, cians in the esteem of educated m
and regards average musicians as . inferior men, un¬ character of an immense propor
worthy of the respect which he accords to representa¬ sitiOns, and of many musicians.
tives of the so-called learned professions.
School books, and the countless
The causes of this lamentable condition of things are less trash which find their way i
not-far to seek. “Of course they are not to be found in country, and at the1 piles of she
the nature of music itself. We know, in common‘with the shelves of every music deale
all thoroughly trained musicians, and all competent, _on every piano. How can this s
critics,« that the compositions of the great Masters respect? It is true, the average
belong in the'very highest rank of intellectual produc- the training to enable him to jud
tions._ We know what intellectual grasp, and power, he does not see its positive fau
and insight; what long-continued, severe mental dis¬ negative ones ; if it does not gro
cipline; what life long experience, and, above all, what it gives him no inspiration, a
transcendent genius went into the production of the which he must admire, and whic
Messiah and the Ninth Symphony.
We believe, as and delight in. He cannot be o
firmly as we can believe anything, that Handel and to sach music, and to those wh
Beethoven and their compeers, are worthy to -stand to those who profess to enjoy
beside Shakespeare, and Dante, and Homer, and Goethe. know enough to despise it and
We believe that the creative genius of the artist is the finds“himself unable to feel any
highest manifestation of intellectual energy; and that, of the singers, players and tea
if anything in this world is worthy of attention, Art is so. and who are, to him, the only
We believe that, among the arts, that one tcrwhich our musical art. The whole countr
lives are devoted is not the least worthy of the energies which A—is
A— is a specimen. In A
of the best men. • We believe that any young man who inent male mnsic teachers, wh
. devotes himself seriously and thoughtfully to the study who are called by their friends,
of music, and. the earnest and sincere • purpose of mak- host of young women teachers
*'/ / -a0 ^
. .
tt
,
..ing the best that has been dbne in musical Art his own, ment.
“ Professor ” X. is a
is panning as worthy and noble a coarse as he who musical gifts, who might hav
devotes himself to the ancient or modern classic^ or to music if he had put himself u
natural science. We believe) .too, that the process of tion and applied himself to dilig
mastering the science and art of music involves as length of time. What he did w
much mental discipline as can be acquired in any other a mnsic store, practice piano a
branch of study. The truth is, that wherever there is spells as suited his fancy, bec
mentfd eieertion, systematic, prolonged and severe, men¬ ordinary cheap
cneap music
mnsic and
ana acco
tal discipline results. If any man supposes he can as a teacher. Perhaps before h
become
qyme a thorough musician without fulfilling these con- ‘‘Professor,*’he spent three o
ditionBf.
to-be convinced Of
bious,. .he
be haronly
has-only to make the trial to*be
of l*Conservatory,41 where he learn
ti^ee contrary. Witness Handel, who wrote
wrote and studied to do with pupils was to put them
iocessautly.
seven years, but who never exercises of Aloys Schmitt, the
E^essanuy’. from the age of seven^
Wrote,
one of his immortal oratorios until^
until after he was Cherny, and perhaps of Stephen H
rote pile
fifty!
It took forty-three years of practice to enable there wefe such men as Beethov
ty! It.
him
write- The Messiah and Israel in Egypt..
Egypt.
C. \
m to write
v Chopirf, hut he-never played a
=ut '■ jese truths, so familiar and so inspiring to\us, either of tiiem. His playing and
e utterly foreign to the knowledge and experienee of and showy delivery of “taking”
theb average college-bred man in America. This must be
be cial significance. He has had no
so so
education remains in its preepres no desire for any. He likeB t
80 long as our Higher edneation
ent
present purpose, int condition. We most,
mast, for our pcocuv
in- jFUUUK
young suuuui
school’girls, ftuu
and to
—_-vui
W win
W1U

cluo-i among educated men all the graduates ;of all tb e vivacity and gallantry. Perhaps
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thoroughly worthy of respect; and when we do, we are your plan of work, unless there is a good
absolutely certain to be respected by all those whose re¬
10. Never practice.listlessly; always ha
spect is of any value. That there will be a constantly in¬ mind and heart in your work. Know wha
creasing number of musicians who aim at the highest why you do it. Always hear yourself wh
character and standing, I do not doubt, and wherever Watch the tones you produce.
such an one works it will constantly become more and
11. Practice slowly, for thus , alone will
more difficult for ignorance and quackery to succeed..
correct impression of'a .composition'..:'
Further, on our views of the needs and duties of our. i 12. When practicing by yourself, count lo
profession depends largely the character of the next gen¬
13. He who uses bad tools is almost s
eration of musicians. We must see to it that our influence work. The pianist who fails to play tec
tends powerfully to secure in those who are to be the will play with a stiff hand; he will, do poo
teachers and composers of the future the necessary! ing technical-studies is for the pianist wha
preparation for the broadest and most thorough culture. > ing of the tools is for the mechanic.
—
What we lack in these respects can be improved upon by
14. Do not play a piece over ten or twe
those who are to follow us, and it is for us to see to it to master the difficult placeB.
that they do not come short through our negligence.
16. When tired or nervous, cease pra
There is one other method by which we can indirectly care ofyour health.
do something toward making mnsic respected by edu¬
16. Watch your fingering. Good finge
cated men. They must learn, not only to infer its value pianist what a good road is for the travele
from the high character of the men who occupy them¬ motion.
selves with it, but to feel the power and beauty of it in
17. Always try to phrase correctly.
their own experience. Now, this can be accomplished
18. Remember it is easy to acquire ba
either by getting them to make a study of music, or to is difficult to correct them. The correctio
put themselves in the way of hearing it. Constant hear¬ in playing or singing consumes much
ing of great compositions, properly rendered, will give Always do your work so that you may not h
most intelligent men sufficient appreciation of the value
19. Strive to enter, into the spirit of th
of such compositions to make them respect and love them you study. By playing the notes merely,
heartily. It is a great defect in the college curriculum not artistic. Let music awaken in you
. that no provision is made for preparing students to be in¬ love. Unless it produces these results yo
telligent in matters pf-Art. It is beginning to be thought in vain. It is the object of your musical
necessary to introduce college students to the master¬ | to awaken and refine sentiment.
pieces of English^Literature, and to study them from the . 20. Study your-lesson until you have
artistic standpoint in connection with the study of Esthe¬ I Then review the past-work* He who neg
tics; why should not each college have a well-choBen i learned is like the laborer who, after earn
collection of paintings and statues, and a series of con¬ by hard toil, places it into pockets with
certs by artists, with lectures by a competent professor-? I After reviewing you may also try yonr skil
The students would thus be enabled to lay hold of the | and practice sight reading.
fundamental principles of Art, would know how to apply |
21. Measure not your progress by the nu
the n in the a 1 su, ai s and * mid have the beginnings I you play, but by the manner in which you
offuture progress and attainments. Tb not such a prepara- well as by the character of the music that
lion in Art quite as important apart of liberal culture as a
22. Do not imagine that you are makin
similar preparation in Natural Science ? Can our culture attempting to play a difficult piece.- Only
really call itself ‘‘liberal ” while such a lack is so con- play well and what you know, that is your
‘ spicuous? What can we do about it? We can, at least, yc u - hoose merely to put «?- yc ur porfcft li
help; to bring.these ideas into currency, and some time
28 rh ’ \
lg ofa c nc« t< ,or th« sin
they may become valid.
• ’ w r<.~.
rn
te al ubh brain labor, and
One other thing we can do : we can see to it that when¬ patient toil, aa does th mast
f & 'a pia
ever we have occasion to bring music to'the attention of
- 1 i you iut recurs with fello - t
educated or uneducated hien, in public or private, we as musi< ians in ge eralj ir it Ige letther
p mm f od nu *. Ihe best m isic r.! - lys
be its •f> nvj
Alws ra putai before our -’•>,
* a / wh
i roperl presented
Pupil > who woi Id mai a s If before.art
Ihe jealous and ai viou
a Beethoven son * ; tedio s, need not be set topi * fog not true music, in his heart foi music is lo
one of them for anybody; but we can I judiciously plant
25. 3trh
ti
each pe feet n
Afte

sent by express, thus saving postage, and receiving the
music in better condition than through the mail.
We have the blanks ready for “ Course of Instruction
for the Pianoforte.” These blanks are for those teach¬
ers who desire to aid us in formulating a course of study
for the piano. We desire lists of pieces and studies from
experienced teachers. The blanks are to be filled out
according to the different grades. When writing for
them state how many grades in scale of ten is desired.
There is a blank for each of the grades.

Have just received your
and Technic,” by Mr. Wm
a thorough and careful stud
I have wanted a long time
ance.

• I have received a co
Mason’s “ Touch and Tech
cheapest and most prac
regard this work as the
A new oratorio, entitled “Jerusalem,” by Hugh A.
strength, sensibility of t
Clarke. Mus. Doc., will be issued by us during this
power, of any work I kno
month. The work will be given in a short time by the
Philadelphia Choral Society. It is, perhaps, one of the : I have used Mason’s sy
most important works ever composed hy an American. bight years with the most
Choral societies all over the land should be interested in sider his the best, most p
this new work, with a view of presenting something new the kind in existence. W
and original. There are twenty-nine numbers in all, ject have their peculiar va
and the whole work consists of 240 pages, A full de¬ Mason’s, grapples so suc
scription of it will be given in next tissue. The price of difficulties of the pianofo
the work is $2.00.
most obstinate cases to his
no other work can teach
tion of arm, wrist, hand
TESTIMONIALS.
the required results in so
Mr. Theodore Presser :—
thoroughness.
Having long used and valued Mr. William Mason’s
■ “Touch and Technic,”
Two-finger Exercises in my teaching, I am much pleased
i tested, and not found wa
to have them in a form which I can put in the hands of
wanting. If we are eve
every pupil when the right time comes._“ Touch and
School,” why not use this
Technic ” leaves nothing to be desired in its make-up,
corner stones ? And Dr. M
the print and illustrations being unusually good._
I shall expect to make use of many copies in future.
Yery truly,
Amt (\ Leavitt;
I have received the c
edited by Mr. W. F. Gate
It gives me pleasure to acknowledge the benefit I have
with it. I have seen sim
jlerived frominy business intercourse with ydu. Your
but none compare to Mr.
mode of dealing has been of the greatest convenience to
me,, living in a small town where there is no large music elegance of the edition as
store, such as every teacher needs to draw from. I have telligent person ought to
book.
taken The Etude from almost its first coming out, and
have always received great enjoyment and benefit from
I am much pleased wi
its pages. I know of no musical paper equal io it, and Mr. Mason, as published
cannot say enough in its praise. Yours, truly,
years used the system w
Emily T, Gilliland.
and my pupils, and am gl
Young music teachers, like all other people just-enter^ its preseifthonvenient form
ing on a new. business, often pay dearly for theih experience. In our desire for something new, we frequently
buy that for which we find no use afterward, bybelieving
in the representations of those who have the knack of
'advertising tHeir wares in the most conspicuous manner.
This hsis been my experience, and I presume that of

After trying for several
studies, etc., from catalog
scientious teacher to find
so from actual knowledg
appreciation of your ende
say that never before have

readers share my own late ignorance concerning the vast
practical value and potential resources of this most won¬
derful of modern inventions, as applied or applicable to
our own art of music, and will be interested in a brief
account of some experimental teats which I have recently
made in thiB connection.
During my last professional visit to Topeka, I was a
guest in the house of the Western agent for the phono¬
graph, and was thus afforded the amplest opportunity
for investigating in a leisurely and thorough maimer the
capabilities of the phonograph in recording and repeat¬
ing pianoforte music ; and 1 at once became convinced
that this machine, when fully developed and in general
use, which is sure* to be only a matter of a few years,
will cause a stupendous and hitherto undreamed of revo¬
lution in the methods and manner of the musician’s
professional work.
I need not describe the machine itself. The leading
newspapers all over the land have made all readers who
pretend to keep abreast of the times familiar with its
form, its fundamental principles and its almost incredi¬
ble claims, by means of more complete and more scien¬
tific descriptions than I have either space or technical
knowledge to attempt. I will confine myself, therefore,
to an account of its practical workings and results in ap¬
plication to onr specialty.
The machine was placed upon an ordinary light- stand
in my friend’s-music room, about ten feet from-the
piano: the small end of a mammoth tin funnel was at¬
tached to the recorder by a. rubber tube, the large end
resting on the top of a- high-backed chair, perhaps a
yard from the' open lid ofthe grand piano.- Thus the
tone from the instrument was caught and focused upon
the diaphragm, as the rays of light are gatherechby a
burning-glass. I took my .seat at the instrument, I must
confess, with more embarrassment ancL trepidation in
front of . this mercilessly accurate reporter than I have
ever felt in facing the most critical of audiences; for I
felt that here one false note, or the least flaw in technique
or rendition, would live, not, as in my .concert work,
only in the mempry of Borne unfriendly listener, or the
newspaper colnmnB of Borne fastidious critic, but would
repeat itself indefinitely throughout countless perform¬
ances, bearing* perpetual witness to a single mistake,
whose discordant- echoes could be hushed henceforward
■—nevermore I I had, in addition, the still more uncoim
fortable and uncanny sensation which a man might fee
in resignedly seating himself before some demoniac
patent inventionf whieh was to duplicate himself indefi¬
nitely, and thus reduce him to a cipher.
My friend touched the lever starting a little electric
motor—-a mere toy—scarce larger than a lady’s workbox,
and a slight buzzing sound, like the running down of a

are thus opened to the music of
It has been my habit, and I th
cians, when the possibilities of.
been referred to, in conversation
the last few years, to feel a certa
machine, which, on acquiring f
into general use and depute, -wou
career of the concert performer,
to his vocation altogether; and .i
fident assurance that nothing*o
likely to happen that has given n
matter. Bat the most supreme
edge, on investigation, that the d
sal adoption ofthe phonograph a
imminent, and whatever view th
the matter cuts no figure.
The
be, though the whole musical p
destruction under its influence.
by recognizing this fact, and ha
see that a more profound exam
affairs, under the new conditio
promising outlook for the conc
first cursory glance. Indeed, it
| advantages resulting from the i
ment of the phonograph will far
tages, and that the musical pro
heartiest vote of thanks to the
seen approaching from a distance
Time was, when the Greek a
were’at their height, that the
power to express them in graphi
sively restricted in influence to
he could gather at his lectures, w
voice, and the fewer who had ac
written manuscript copies of his
thor’s books are read wherever
His public is the civilized worl
dayT^but through all subsequent g
cian of the present is dependen
ences, subject to the influences o
other engagements, etc., but the
to do for Mm in the future wha
the literary artist, expanding im
of his power and influence.
: It is. true, the day will come—
iwEei. a porsoh-4ivingin New
i Territofj^by possessing a phono
few prepfcim cylinders, can lie
beside the chehr&l fire in Bifc
listen to the finest music rendere
the great musical centres. And
doubtless the traveling concert c
ing. bard, will go out of date,

ing this intellectual exchange of which I speak.
Mends one day. ‘ ‘ Pianissimos a
But what an arduous and uncertain task for those who be fortissimos with her. It alw
embrace the artistic career I What I say is true in all dictates to the composer, inst
branches of art. Who can expect to Bueceed ? Who One would think it a new co
hears her play it. She infuses
can fee sure of having in himself at the end of his she doesn’t let it infuse passion
studies this incomparable faculty, which alone can con¬
“That tendency should b
duct to the goal? Yet there.are very few persons who another musician', sotto voce, “T
are not endowed in some degree with an artistic individ- to dverdo anything.
Adhere
...
,
m,
. . .
. marks, and make the perform
uality capable of being developed.
The point is, of;When’a pupil playa Chopin,
arousing the consciousness of this individuality, of bring- pupil.”
ing it out, of improving it; in a word, of manifesting it. ; The slight conversation, a
To be sure, a beautiful voice, certain natural disposi- channels ot thought, suggested
..
, . , ,
,
j
,
j
,
. ,
f
should our pupils be individua
tions which lean toward such and such an instrument, are they reawaken or recreate, sh
precious elements and favorable- indications. But one ;risk of being monotonous, or e
eannot hope to succeed with work only.
It is necessary of being incorrect ? In a word
that, the result of this labor, of which the severity cannot ^ion ^e fr°m within or without
The triumph of genius in m
be diminished (rather on the contrary) be so controlled sudden stroke of emotion, a f
as to place it at the disposition of a person who knows ism to captivate and hold ench
how to serve himself with it, as the fingers avail them¬ audience.
Liszt, with his incomprehen
selves of an instrument. It is necessary that the execu¬
fully demonstrated this, so also
tion be certain enough not to occupy him ; that it
Outward forms express the
respond to the necessities of the transmission of thought the plastic arts, and the ideal is
but it must not step beyond this role, nor pretend to the instead of the ear, but music,
first place, which does not belong to it. It is necessary man, creates from a spirit-wor
positive expressions fail us, the
that it be perfect and humble. .
steps in.
One cannot, then, escape from beginning by acquiring
Fainting produces only by mechanical skill with ho less care of work and of study donnasme re_but the faces of
than formerly, since he ought not to be less finished. best f'Jupiter or Christ is ne
than a man, either fiercely bea
But it is necessary' to add something else, and, this
tiful ; but in the superb swell o
“something else” is all. It is this which makes one an sigh of a Miserere, in the gra
artist if he does it. It is the -culture and development or the passionate pathos of a s
of the thought,-of the “individuality,” of the student, frivolity and hurry of the wor
and the human heart wakes up
in order that he may be able by means of them to evoke
the nobler motives, the grac
the spirit of His public, interest it, captivate it, charm slumbered under much that
it, and compel its attention to that which he has to say. pointless in the routine of life.
There is, then, a time in the studies w.here students, he is and might have been, an
in Arcadia mourned over th
and it is to them that I address myself, ought to revealf ^j.
their personality to their professor, try to bring it but,
To thereally great artist we
and mark their work with the seal of his approval'; and nent of tlte dualism of music
it is to these moments of artistic education that the pro- emotions feliby the compose
bat he uses the composition
fessors, I address'myself to them also, ought to be medium-of self-revelation.
attentive to seize in the pupil the first indication of the , However, , if choice betwee

Mathews Phrasing 11.
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er sound.-'7

sermon read at one of the mee
This piece is reasonably melodious, well written, not
purporting to be by a non-confo
specially significant and not very difficult.
century. In this not only the
5. Berceuse for Piano. By Homer N. Bartlett. G. “ unco guid ” of the last century
Schirmer, New York.
is in strict conformity with what
This is smooth, melodious, well written and charac¬ in those days, a marked characte
teristic, but not deeply expressive. It is of moderate almost cumbrously alliterative
clever bit of imitation in, style is
difficulty.
duction to the Egyptian papyrus,
Three Pieces. By Bernhard Boekelmann.
Edward one back to the mysterious days
Schuberth & Co., New York.
Phthah.
One or two others we must
1. Ballabile, Op.. 8, for Piano.
poem of Parks, which is as “ he
2. Polonaise de Concert, for Piano.
as anything Homer ever wrote ;
3. Romance for Violin or Violoncello and Piano.
No. 1 is a melodious and well written, but somewhat
“Bat list I how second fiddle bea
In this attempt to storm the
difficult piece. It will be found a valuable addition to
With dainty steps he foots his d
the repertoire of adyaneed pianists.
*
Unhindered by these erring
No. 2 is a brilliant and effective concert piece ; dif¬
- His modest merit counts not so
But like the violet, hides from
ficult, but not too difficult for advanced players.
Hia be the meed—altho’ 'tis all
No. 8 is an admirable and excellent piece for the pur¬
That in the * Scratch ’ he is th
poses for which it is intended. It is in a fine lyric style,
The other is Hazel’s Allego
and the piano part is not a mere accompaniment, but an
independent part, flowing and melodic in style, and dis¬ art anthusiasts to read and pond
playing everywhere the work of athorough musician. It mnch wisdom which they woul
is a valuable addition to the repertory of violin - or it expresses, we suspect, more
violoncello and-piano pieces. It is well adapted either Clarke himself on the subject
chapter in the book.
for concert or private performance.
J. C, F.
The literary and critical abil
Klavterschule,
By Emil Breslauer.
Carl Griin- volume are rare among musician
_inger, Stuttgart, Germany.
only by those who have been ac
A book foFbeginners on 'the pianoforte. The work their art.
brings with it the highest authority. The Author is Musicians’ Calendar.
Silver,
director of the Berlin Conservatory and editorbpf the
Mass.
Klavierlehrer, a periodical similar to The Etude. It
This is a handsome and useful
has already the highest encomiums frommen like von
Btilow, Henselt, ‘ Klindworth, Moszkowski and Schar- glad to makeknown to our reader
wenka.
It 'is a work intended to meet the popular ment the musicians’ studio. Fo
demand, and is filled with pleasing melodies, which, for there is a leaf, which is torn off
the moBt part, are of special interest to the German youth. Each leaf filled with sayings abo
Exercises are introduced with greatest care. There is winch are strikingly valuable .to
nothing tedioUB'about the book. The aim seems to be The calendar is adorned with a r
to interest the pupil with short pieces and studies and which contains the portrait of Jo
leav.e the severer work of education to a future time. The credit of compilation is du
The work will, no doubt, soon be. issued ,in English, as has gathered many of the gems
it can be adapted to our wants with very little altera¬ them where they will be seen
between the covers of a>ook» T
tion.
<
cured through The EtAde. ) 1
REVISED EDITION. Lessons in Musical History. Palmer’s New PfioifouNciNG D
,By John Comfort Fillmore.
Terms.
Publisljed-by the-Au
The attention of the author having been called by the
This little work is the outcom
Directors of the Music Department of .Noire Dame, of editions of pocket dictionaries.
Maryland. Institute for Young Ladies, to some expres¬ readily see that great care has
sions ih his work which seemed to do injustice to the piler to make the definitions an

be a change to crescendo, but the effect desired is that of
piano. It is quite easy for an orchestra to produce the
effort of piano with every instrument playing and then
change-to forte, while half the instruments drop out, and
vice versd. In other words, volume and intensity are here
contrasted. Rapidly-recurring notes does not always
mean more power or intensity, but can have a vanishing
effect.
Ques.—1. Will you please give me the pronunciation
of the names of the following modern composers: Hans
Seeling, Karganoff, Von Wilme, Lynes, L. Thom6,
Thoma ?
2. Does a staccato mark under or over two notes
which are struck together, affect both notes,, or only the
one which is nearest the staccato mark ?
3. If in | measure~there is a half-note in one part
and two quarters in another, the quartered connected
by a Blur which shortens the last quarter note, I wish to
know does it also shorten the half-note ?
Ans.—1. Hauns Seeling. Kar-ga-nouf. Yon Yilm.
Lines. Tho-ma. Tho-ma.
2. It affects both notes. If only one is to be affected,
the stems of the notes must be turned, onenp, the other
down, then only, the one having the staccato mark will
be affected.
3. Generally it does. In chord playing and all freestyle of playing the" correct phrasing would be to raise
the half-note with the last quarter; but in contrapuntal
writing the half-note may often be held its full length.
Ques.—1. I am a young teacher desirous of using the
best methods, and Bhould like a little advice in deciding
upon «tn instruction book.. I give written directions at
every leBson, as to manner of practice, etc. Following
this plan, ana giving outside technical work (two-finger
exercises, etc.) in connection with the work, it seems to
me that Glarke’s “ Art of Pianoforte Playing ” contains
about all the material desirable’ in an instruction book.
I should like the opinion of The Etude. •
2, Would you teach scales rhythmically at first ?
3. Do yon recommend Ward Jackson’s Hand Gym¬
nastics?
A. I. S.
Ans.—l.-EThe teacher’s workespecially with begin¬
ners, is many-sjded. The material used for instruction
is, of course, important, but the manner of presenting it
is still more. The more variety a child has in study the

tion is taught by a variety o
figures covering pages in our
taught by having the samewith every lesson. Why no
actual practice they appear i
Take two pupils who have- n
play in the old-fashioned wa
until they are gone throug
through Krause’s “Rhythm a
will be apparent in a few le
be forced to practice, the oth
In the end the Krause pupil
master of the scales, but hav
of rhythm. We unhesitat
practice in rhythmical form
learned the tones belonging
3. YeB! .There could be
pose made than Jackson’s.
December Etude are an im
onr mind a gum band is the
exercises. You can go thro
by Jackson and others with
principle that makes the
etc., so valuable. A simple
ize the whole mechanical pr
that have been invented for
in some future issue of The
Ques.—1. Why is the
Gluck,” by Brahms, writte
some other compositions in
stance, “Ave Maria,” by Li
it more inconvenient to rea
2. Can you explain the us
logical charts in the Manua
3. When is the proper
pupil with Mason’ stwo-fing
4. Does the “ Zeckwer”
a clicking—-like the “ Mael
Ans.—1. You have e vide
The music is placed on three
termining which hand ptBys
plains this^Jfr'Teads, “ No
going up. are played with
stems.turned down are pla

HISTORY OOUHO FORTE MUSIC.

NEW, EASY AND PEOGR

By J. O. FILLMOBE.

" Mr. Fillmore deserves the tnanka of the musical people for having
written a very readable book on an Interesting subject. * » * Shows
nn intelligence rare among English writers on such topics.”—The Na¬
tion, New York..
“ We most cordially recommend this little volume as being thoroughly
suterestiiigand most useful to all who desire.to study the subject of
which it treats.—The AOunsmm, I.^indon, England.
Endorsed by all the leading pianists and teachers of America.

ethod for the Pia

BY JULIOS E. MULL

i*e Present a Few Communications out of Many Received:
“ As one reads it the wonder grows how so Small a book could be
made to contain so much good information.”—W. S. B. Mathews. „
it

PRICE $1.00.

BOtfUii IN

It ib worthy of very high commendation.”—Dr. Wm. Mason.
Dr
iDysGlf in the highest terms of praise concerning

“I wish every one of my pupils to read and study this work.”—Wm.

h. Sherwood.

'

• ,Ut I? a ®in? of valuable information for the student, and should he
lu^the hands of everyone interested in mnsic.”—H. Clarence Eddy._
it is an extremely well-written and instructive work, and should.
Dudley BuoT^
^ the kanda °f every earnest piano student.”—
“I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the
°/®Xery student of the piano.”—Mm. Julia Rrvi-KiNO.
ittn
T^i'a..weH adaPted
teaching, and I shall gladly introduce

itto my pupils.”—Em!l Lteblino.
•
tt
exceDent work.”—Amy Fat.
'‘w^iPpiano pnp!I oueht to reaJ St.*’—Richard Zeckweb.
“Th! S^at gre?a ai?,to a11 farnest students.”—H. A. Clark*.
The author Is evidently master of his subject.”—John S. Dwiaai.

This is an entirely new work. The au
■teacher, who is well known as the comp
popular parlor piece “Falling Leaves
-he—has^aimed at the popular taste.
Streabbog and Spindler appear the ofte
has very few exercises. Address

THEO. PRESSE

No. 1704 Chestnut Street, P

Price, $1.50._

USIC

The Philadelphia Musical Journal.

eSjecC of tPu<S ©y/oriC

ONLY $1.00 A YEAR.

to ■ le 'Getter tu|&erAfanc
eijjo^ymenJL of fieaufijxi?

AMERICA’S LEADING MUSICAL PUBLICATION.
Educational Department.

- In six grades, each, 75

Edited by Hugh A. Clarke, Mua

Doc., University of Pennsylvania,
Every issue contains 16 pages; of new music, and from 16 to 20 page#
of musical literature, interesting and valuable to Music Teachers,
Pupils, and all lovers of thwArt Divine. It is the official organ of the
Pennsylvania State Music Teacher's Association.

A Folio of Music Free to Every Subscriber. '
8PEC1AL TERM8 AND D1800UNT8 TO MU8IO TEACHER8.

Yearly Subscription, $1.00.

Sample Copy, 10 ots.

GOULD & WOOLLEY, Publishers,
1416 and 1418 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

The work contains analyses of m
compositions by Classical writers.
S
verg easiest pieces for beginners, it le
gressive order, through six grades, to t
works written for the Piano-forte,
It presupposes no knowledge of
starting with the simplest forms of
plains the most essential points, just
seats itself in the different works und
such; concise and lucid language a
by mentally less-developed scholars
met with the unqualified endorsement o
have examined it.
. j
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THE®. PK1SSIB, Publisher,

1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Price, in Boards,
Price, in Cloth,
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HENRY F. MILLER

PIANOS.
HENRY F. MILLER 8, SONS'

“Classic
"ijr1

G|

FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN.
(With extra Violin part in se

Contains compositions by the
absolutely unequaled merit. The
acceptable for concert performa
BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA. pastime. The separate violin p
formers of the ^discomfort of pl
Issued in the same careful and c
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass.
Classics.”
CONTEN
ANDANTE AND MARCH..B
SSTASXiXS]
1879.
ANGEL’S SERENADE..
AVE MARIA...•....
CONFIDENCE-._.................
GIFSEY DANCE........
INTERMEZZO.........................
MEDITATION.... W; .TS...FA
MENUETT..
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voice In all its Phases.
MENUETTO.s,..
A Practical Guide for the Restoring, the Culti¬ MENUETTO.....................
NIGHT SONG.....
vating and the Preserving of the Voice.
NOCTURNE ...
PAVANE, LA..EIO
ZVZBY SIN0ZB Alts ZVZS7 TEACHES 0? SINGING SHOULD HATE IT PIZZICATI (Sylvia
PRIERE, LA.........*■*
Werner's Voice for 1889 will be Better and Brighter REVERIE..., a..,,..
ROMANCE...
more Complete and more Practical, Larger in Size and
Larger m Circulation, with Increased Capital and ROMANCE...
Enlarged Scope, and with Greater Attention to Analy¬ ROMANZA.......
SERENADE...
sis ana Criticism.
SERENADE..
..
SERENADE...
SL50 A YEAR 515 CTS. A MEMBER.
SERENATA...MO
SPRING’S AWAKENING...
TRAUMERIE.............
.

PIANO COMPANY,

ERNER’S VOICE.

Mention Thb Etude, and Send for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy
Address She Editor and Proprietor,

. EDGAR S. WERNER,
No. 148 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK.

Price, in Boards, including sepa
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“ Cloth,
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derstiicke.

Grade III...

Mendelssohn wrote six pieces called Kindersttlcke,
children pieces, of which this one, No. 3, is, perhaps, the
most pleasing. It is written after the style of a song
without womb. It is one of thoee pure and soulful
simple pieces, that every teacher should teach whenever
opportunity permits', which is with almost every pnpil.
It is by playing such lovely gems as this that the begin¬
ners see beauty in music outside the dance forms.

921. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 43. No. 2,
Mill-Wheel Song. Grade V.
And what can be said to adequately present the char¬
acteristic grace and beamy of this little tone-picture—a
perfect gem of its hind? The triplet figuration in the
left hand presents a groundwork of monotonous hum¬
ming accompaniment to the bright and sparkling theme
of the song. As a bit of tone-painting, we know of
nothing belter in recent piano literature. It has already
been played in concert by several concert artists, and
won an invariable Sncore.
“ There the old mill-wheel remains.
And lets the mill-stream run;
And if it shines or if it ruins,
It sings at set of sun.”
The sentiment of this motion is most charmingly and
practically reproduced in the unceasing flow of the
stream, and its accompaniment alternating in either
hand.
'

*

922. Schubert, Fr. From Op. 78. Minuet
in B Minor. Grade VI7.,.

DESIGNED .FOR THE USE
BY

1>S. F. L. B

Price 76 Cents in Pape

A work of the greatest impo
mony and the pianoforte. T
this kind in onr language, an
occupy a distinguished place
education. If takes the pupil
harmony. All the rules are c
most varied kind, to be played
good preparation for the art o
sation, calculated to incite th
duction. The work will help
young musician’s difficult tas
study of harmony.
THEO.

Pu

DACTYL

FOR PI AMO' S

A new invention of great practical v
Player.

One of Schubert’s jnost popular pieces, made known
by the playing of it by Bubinatein when in this country.
The pieces require the same style of technical playing
as Chopin's Military Polonaise, Op. 40, No. 2, with the
addition of finer shading. One should be well developed
musically to do j ustice to the beauties of this piece, unless
it is executed with'the proper taste it will degenerate
into mere empty hammering the keys of the piano.N,

.

923. Schumann, R.
Op. 12. .No. 3.
Warum? (Why?). Grade IV..
„

This Is a good study-in GanlabUe playing, besides being
one of Schumann’s gems. The piece is finely edited by
W. S.B. Mathews.
•

924. KuMau, F. . Op. 55.. No. 1, Sonatina. Grade III.......
Kuhlau has written many pleasing and instructive
little works for piano, but none more beautiful than the
one before us. It is in the' key of C, bright, flowing and
melodic. It has one peculiarity in not having a slow
movement: after the first movement, which is in strict
form, the yivact movements enter and make a pleasing
effect. .
■ •

~

926r~Macfarren, Walter. Golden Slum¬
bers. Grade IV...........
. A very pleasing cradl® song—delightful to play. Easy
of execution and is Bure to awaken the finar-sense .of
musical feeling. It is finely edited by Bern. Boekelm&n.

To
To
To
To
To

strengthen the finge
improve the touch.
ensure flexibility an
give correct position
save time and
ana. a vas

PRIQE 83.6

UnquaUfiedhudoraement of leading
are 8. B. Mills, Dr Louis Maas, Ma
brok, Carlyle Prsosilba, etc., etc.
.. Send for circular giving detailed inf
Address T

RAPID METHOD
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
is the most desirable method published, and
both recommend and adopt it.

to develope the weaker fin
touch, to create an indepen
custom fingers and hands al
tion in all major and minor
mind as well as the fingers.

Advice to Young Stude

By ALBERT
PRICE,

♦S* SEND FOR A FULL DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

Some good advice >r every

WHAT SHAL

Address

THE W. W. WHITHEY CO.,

By CARL R

TOLEDO, O..
IPMICE,

MUSICAL GAME.

Letters from a renowned mus

ALLEGRANDO.
Instruction and Pleasure Combined.

MUSIC TE

A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.
Yhfc game consists of card®, on which the different notes and rests
are printed, one onrevary card. After a number are distributed among
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached,” when it
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the
whole note.' this gives a general idea only. Full directions, with
rales for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests,
. key*. See., accsKspusy the game.
Those teaming to play the Plano, Organ, Violin, or any iother instru¬
ment; those who sing; those who-wish to read music faster} in fact, all
who are interested in music, need this charming game.
It teaches* the value of notes and rests.
The mjasw of the notes.
The various keys in which music is written.
The different kinds of time.
Practice In musical fractions.
’The msiwt way to learn to read music.
You ream, while flaying an Interesting game.
It i* readily learned, even by children.
Tims flavoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games*
' A splendid game for evening parties.
"A new departure—entirely radii* any other game.
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, eyen if not
rasicistis* themselves. •'
Interesting to old anti young, beginner* and advanced alike.
Those
ending
study music will find it to their advantage to play
this game a while before beginning lessons

;

Price, 60 Cents.

Address Publisher,

THEO. PRESSEft,

_

By E. M.
REVISED

Price,

' -

-

The book contains everyt
of Music Teachers; • Index;
for each pupil; .Cash Accoun
Address publisher,

THEO. P
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QTEWART'S

•* .
leading and beat
sional players than any other. A
Books in great variety. Banjo mu
for banjo and piano, etc.
;. ' #

The Banjo and G
-

.

the great stand-by for banjo-play
published. Pri^-uTcents per cop
Large illustrated catalogue at p
tion about the Banjo and its music

f04 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa. stamps. ; Address 8. 8. STEWART,

PALMER’S

flew Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary
of musical Terms.
2000 TERMS DEFINED.

A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is
required by musical students and teachers. It should
be in the possession of every person who Btudies music.

MUSIC PUPIL’S TI

An accurate record of lessons taken an
given to arrange a daily practice schedule
tions hy the teacher, for (harking the deg
lesson, ancs blank receipts to be filled out
Convenient in form and an incentive to th
“I like the card; think it is entirely p
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89.

Price, 50 cents for a Packag
TOR SALE BY

The Root fit Son’s M
'

PRICE 25 CENTS.

Address

THEODORE PRESSER,

CHICAGO, IL

And THEO. PRESSER, 1704

1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA

A System of Piano Technic, Portraits of Great
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE.

SIZE, 22 x 28 IN

CLOTH, $1.50.

Price $1.00.

Postage and

Includes a complete set of Scales, Arpeggios, Double
“
$5.00, with Frame, An
Thirds, Double Sixths, etc., in various motions, together
with fingered exercises for special developments, and
The following arje now ready:—
School of Embellishments. It follows nicely the popular
Pianoforte Instructor, of late issue (by the same Author), BEETHOVEN,
MEN
in connection with appropriately graded studies and in¬
WAG
structive compositions. This work has been introduced MOZART, _
in some of our leading schools of music. A newlyOTHEBS TO FOL
revised and corrected edition, is in process of publication,
necessitated by the-.advanced sales of the work. The
The elegant portraits have given
“ Technic” in the future will be bound in limp.cloth, bo tion whenever introduced. The f
desirable for carrying the same in music rolls. A new
and original Arpeggio Exercise will be introduced in the was $4.50 each, without frame;
next edition.

THEO, PRESSER,
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
SU IT A B L E FOR CHORAL SOCIETIES.

Address

1704 CHESTNUT ST., P

FIFTY EXAMINATION

Mrs. SPEAKER,
"AN OPEBETTA.

By ALBERT W. BORST.
- London—Novello, Ewer A Co., or from the composer, 3602 Hamilton
Street, Philadelphia. Special t«nm lor quantities.

THEQ. PR

EOS PIANOFOETE ST

BY ALBERT W.
•

Pries 5 Cents. BO Cents

THEQ. PRESSER, Publish

MS::0:

From, Moritz Jtosenthal,

FOR TEACHIN

Used and Recommended by the GR

TEACHERS In the

To Mb. Virgil.
Dear Sir—I recently had occasion to See and examine one
of your Practice Claviers at the residence of Mr. Alexander
Lambert, and I desire to express to you my full appreciation
of the excellence of your invention. ^Notwithstanding the
well known aphorism of Eobt. Schumann, that “One cannot
learn to speak from the dumb,” I am convinced that many
technical 'difficulties may be conquered upon your instru¬
ment more quickly and accurately than in the ordinary
way; and with the utmost.regard for the ears of sensitive
neighbors.
In my own practice, I make special use of the Bilent key¬
board—yours is this and much more.

FOR EVERY -TEACHER, PUPIL, PLA

INEXPENSIVE, PORTAB

New York, January 13th, 1889,

